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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the method of story envision-
ing as an efficient approach to collective storytelling in daily conver-
sation and training procedure. The goal of story envisioning is to pro-
vide intuitive, concrete and consistent visualization contents as interac-
tive drama for storytellers who are not professional at storytelling. We
employ graphic recording to symbolize and visualize the stories written
in natural language. We built a partially automated framework TSEiA
that allows storytellers to visualize and edit the stories. By traversing
through the whole story structure, storytellers are also able to compare
and analyze different consequences of branches. Preliminary experiments
showed that using visualized interactive drama can help participants have
better understanding to the conversation from culture and personality
viewpoint. Simultaneously, story envisioning could help the storytellers
organize the story structure in a better way and enhance the immersion
of their stories. Game platform powered by TSEiA was built to illus-
trate how story envisioning could be considered as an effective tool for
collective storytelling and content generation.
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1 Introduction

Conversation plays an important role in sharing information, knowledge,
thoughts and emotions in human society. Conversation allows people to trans-
mit implied thoughts and experience in their mind and share them with others
based on culture and knowledge background [1]. Considered as part of highest-
level intelligence of human, conversation skill is frequently studied in the filed of
AI. Nishida, etc looked at conversation from five viewpoints: verbal communica-
tion as central element, nonverbal communication as emotion indicators, social
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discourse as social implications, narratives and content as content structure and
cognitive process as mental processing [2].

From these viewpoints, conversation can be considered as a process of
exchanging social signals, contents as story pieces which can be represented as
components of the larger story [2]. This property of conversation leads to the
irregularities of order and duration which eventually constructs the complicat-
edly hierarchical discourses structure of conversation.

Serving as an inevitable part of conversational and cultural activities, story-
telling is an essential method of sharing experience and knowledge. Storytelling
entails the method that mankind organize and package their experience and
personal memories as structural stories in daily conversation to help others have
a better understanding of the story contents [1]. The method of storytelling
has been applied into areas such as education, training, media study, language
learning, etc.

In the original idea of storytelling, it also describes the procedure of multiple
narrators with different culture background to generate the contents collabora-
tively. From the studies by Jefferson and Sacks, storytelling in conversation are
locally occasioned, recipient designed [4] and co-constructed [5]. More researches
have demonstrated that in conversational storytelling, collaboration among mul-
tiple participants plays an important role in content generation. Listeners collab-
orate with storytellers in substantial ways to exert influence on storytellers [6].
In this procedure, listeners may also provide their own experience and knowledge
and add them to the original story. The update of storytelling in daily conversa-
tion helps us to create a shared space. This is frequently used to build training
system which can train high-level skills containing cultural elements.

However, embedded in human evolution history, storytelling usually demands
rich cultural and literal knowledge, which brings difficulties to tell stories. In
conversation, inappropriate expressing methods, ambiguous meanings and hier-
archical discourses usually complicate the procedures of storytelling. Background
knowledge of the story are required to be provided when a third party is willing
to join the conversation [7]. These problems are approached by using a method
of story visualization. Story is rebuilt in a virtual world in which resources such
as characters, animations and objects are used to represent the story contents.
Text-to-scene systems inspired the method to generate a static visualized sce-
nario from natural language. Simultaneously, collective storytelling and author-
ing tools are used to create game-based language training courses. However,
using the method of visualized collective storytelling to create and analyze daily
conversation remains as blank.

In our research, we claim that story envisioning can serve as both a visu-
alization tool which can assist people to understand conversation better and a
collective storytelling tool which can be used for rapid content generation. Story
envisioning focuses on facilitating the contents in common ground as interactive
drama by treating the conversation as an update of common ground [8]. Rather
than directly translating stories into visualized scenarios, story envisioning put
more emphasis on rebuilding the whole structure of a conversation to give inspi-
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rations on analyzing the high-level interpretations. By creating branches for each
interpretation, story envisioning is able to create an visualized shared community
in which different people can perceive others’ interpretations and leave comments
or modifications.

2 Related Work

There have been several systems developed that apply visualized storytelling
and collective storytelling. Text-to-scene systems contributed to the initial stage
of visualized storytelling. WordsEye [9] represented the approach to creating
3D static scenes by extracting semantic intent of the users. CarSim [10,11] is
a program that generates short simple animations from natural language car
accident reports. CONFUCIUS [12] is a multimodal systems that takes sentences
containing verb as input. More researches by Chang, etc. showed that spatial
relationships and objects types in different scenes can be learned from given
text knowledge [13,14].

Other researches have focused on developing storytelling systems using var-
ious method to represent story. Cassell, etc. created dialogue planner based on
topic coherence relations to study user trust on virtual agents [16]. Interactive
storytelling system “Say Anything” described the method of providing inter-
active experience by acquiring large-scale knowledge [17]. Our previous work
focusing on a bargaining scenario created storytelling environment in virtual
reality to study how misunderstanding are brought to the surface due to culture
difference [7]. On top of storytelling, earlier works on collective storytelling and
collaborative authoring tools were used in Tactical Iraqi [15], a serious game for
learning language and cultural elements. It has been used by a lot of trainees in
US military. Recently, visualized collective storytelling and collaborative author-
ing are frequently embedded in games.

3 Framework TSEiA

To address the goal of story envisioning, we developed system TSEiA (The
Story Envisioning Intelligent Assistant). TSEiA provides convenient approaches
to story visualization, content management, story traversing and collective sto-
rytelling. The framework is designed to solve the problem of information disper-
sion in daily conversation. The method of using action sequences to represent
the story reduced the effort to create repository database. Moreover, experiment
shows that using action sequences to represent the story could could retain most
of the information.

3.1 Framework Overview

TSEiA is a system mainly built on Unity3D game engine. Together with a nat-
ural language processing module and a word embedding module, the system
can convert stories in natural language into an animated 3D interactive drama.
Functionally, the system contains three modules: Story Visualization Module,
Story Editing Module and Collective Storytelling Module (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Architecture of TSEiA

3.2 Story Visualization Module

This module provides services to symbolize and visualize the original story. Story
visualization module accepts stories as input and outputs the visualization inter-
active drama.

Storytelling commonly represents stories as connected events which reveals
the information flow [3]. However, on one hand, in daily conversation, the story
pieces are highly dispersed throughout the whole conversation. As a result, events
are connected inconspicuously and can hardly represent the information flow.
On the other hand, from the experience of previous text-to-scene/animation
systems, using event to represent story always bring difficulties and limitations
for visualization.

In our research, we found that the content of storytelling in daily conver-
sation tends to be more lifelike. Comparing to traditional storytelling, less fic-
tional and legendary elements are being used in storytelling in daily conversation.
Instead, storytelling in daily conversation traces a piece of past personal expe-
rience, memory or adventure. Individuals put more emphasis on the activities
of each subject in their stories. We introduced the method of action sequence
in which each action represents one activity of a certain object and the whole
sequence represents the activity trajectory of this object to stand for stories in
daily conversation (Fig. 2).

In TSEiA, original stories are processed by a NLP processor containing rules
to extract verbs as “actions”. TimelineManager (Fig. 1) dynamically initialize
a Unity TimelineAsset according to the action sequences. Assets are loaded
from repository database in which resources that are needed to create scenes
are downloaded and stored. In order to reduce the effort to prepare for the
database, we use word embedding to categorize actions into a smaller space.
With the actions labeled by the word embedding module, the rendering engine
can visualize the scenario (Fig. 3).
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C

Storyteller - A :

"Yesterday, I met B on the street.  

I walked to B and he waved hand to me.  

I asked:'How are you doing?'  

He said:'I was in hospital for a couple of weeks.'  

And I just asked him:'What happened?', C walked
over and started to talk about his boring topics."

Fig. 2. Action sequence

3.3 Story Editing Module

This module can support user to edit and arrange the story branches. The intelli-
gent story editing module allows storytellers to add, delete, embed, and compare
story branches. Each branch contains the visualization of a piece of story. Story-
Manager (Fig. 1) is managing a story tree to organize and index the story con-
tent created by storytellers. This module also provides the function to traverse
through each branch, from which storytellers can inspect mistakes and modify
the content (Fig. 3). By traversing through different branches, storytellers are
able to locate most important verbal or non-verbal signals that can change the
direction of the conversation. TSEiA also provides API for storytellers to edit
stories dynamically.

3.4 Collective Storytelling Module

As one of our main contribution, this module allows storytellers to accomplish
visualized collective storytelling. All the users are considered as both storytellers
and story readers. A typical collaboration flow may comply with the following
order: (1) A storyteller creates the domain and topic of a conversation and
gives some initial visualized branches. (2) The contents those are generated by
this storyteller is synchronized through cloud. (3) Other storytellers read these
content and give their modifications. (4) New contents are synchronized through
cloud. The contents those are generated by all the storytellers are being stored
as file and can be shared inside community. Moreover, learning from the data
collected from this module, we are able to build the predictive model that can
envision some possible branches.
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Fig. 3. An Example UI for Story Editing. This UI contains story input area, branch
editing area. Storytellers can use “←” and “→” on the keyboard to traverse through
the branch.

4 Experiment

In order to show that story envisioning can be an effective method for visualized
collective storytelling, an experiment was conducted to answer the following
questions:

Q1. Can story envisioning help people have a better understanding of the stories
in daily conversation?

Q2. Can story envisioning be helpful to create content for collective storytelling?

We built a game platform powered by TSEiA and conducted experiment with
18 participants. We used a suspense role-playing game platform with the stories
that involved multiple characters and human daily relationship.

4.1 Pilot Experiment

Before the real experiment, a pilot experiment was conducted to ensure that
our system meets the basic functionality requirements. The pilot experiment
contains two phases. In the first phase, some short animated dramas generated by
TSEiA are presented to the participants. For each drama, there were five choices
containing relevant text to it. The participants need to select the choice from
which the drama was generated. In the second phase, participants are requested
to create their own drama clips limited to a given repository. By reviewing the
final output, participants need to evaluate how much can the system meet their
expectations. Participants are also requested to finish the questionnaire after the
experiment. Positive results are obtained from the questionnaire.
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4.2 Main Experiment

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how much story envisioning can con-
tribute to content comprehension of storytelling in daily conversation as well as
to collective storytelling.

Fig. 4. Experiment Setting. (a) Participant explore the environment to find evidence
items. (b) Participant get information by communicating with the NPC. (c) Drama
are presented to the participant. (d) Participant converse to the policeman and answer
the question.

Experiment Setting. In this experiment, participants are required to play a
suspense role-playing game. Participants are divided into 6 groups where each
group contains 3 participants. Participants in the same group independently
start the game session at same time. Participant plays the role of a chemist
(main character) who is working in a medicine company. The main character’s
boss died in the office. After investigation, the policeman found out that the boss
was poisoned by someone and the poison was actually a new medicine developed
by the main character. Other three characters (agents) with unique background
are also involved as suspects. Participants are provided with part of background
information in text format. In this game setting, the main character needs to
explore the environment and search for evidences to show his innocence. The
evidences are indicated as special items or agents in the environment (Fig. 4).
Once the main character found an evidence, a short animated drama convey-
ing information of the murder will be presented. All dramas are generated by
TSEiA from determined stories. For example, one of the evidences in our set-
ting is a video tape. A drama disclosing the content of the video tape is shown
to participant once the main character found the tape. There are 6 evidences
located at different places in the environment. Participants are not informed
the total amount of the evidences prior to the experiment. The more evidences
participants can find, the more information they can obtain.

Combining the information obtained from the text and dramas, participants
are required to have a conversation with the policeman and answer some ques-
tions. For each question, we initially gave 1 to 2 available answers for participants
to choose from. However, if participants were not satisfied with the answers being
provided, they were able to add their own answers. The answers created by par-
ticipants in each group were synchronized and available for participants in next
group. To be noticed, participants are not informed that the answers are created
by other participants prior to the experiment.
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We designed two types of question to evaluate both the content comprehen-
sion and motivation to create stories of participants. The first type of question
is related to the objective content of the story in game. Participants are able to
answer this type of question by exploring the game environment and collecting
evidence dramas provided in the game. Factual answers are required for this
type of question. Half of the first type questions are related to information pro-
vided in text format as control group to show the effectiveness of visualization
(Q1). The second type of question is open question without clear or determined
answers. Participants can give arbitrary based on their own understanding. The
quantity and quality of the answers created by participants can reflect partic-
ipants’ motivation to create new stories (Q2). Typical examples for these two
types of questions are as following:

First type: Who was in the room when you saw the dead body?
Second type: Tell me about your family, do you have any issues in your family
recently?

18 questions including 12 first type questions and 6 second type questions
are required to be answered. After the session, participants are requested to
finish a questionnaire. We evaluate the integrated performance based on the
questionnaire.

4.3 Result and Analysis

Table 1 compares the result of questions related to text information (text-
related question) versus those related to visualization information (visualization-
related question) and suggests that the average score of visualization infor-
mation (MEAN = 0.71) is significantly higher than that of text information
(MEAN = 0.47). We evaluate answers given by participants based on the the
research on question test by Hensen and Johnston. The score of an answer is
decided by three attributes: Comprehension, Accuracy and Consistency. Figure 5
shows the average score of answers to text-related questions and visualization-
related questions on each attribute Answers those are more relevant to fact
obtain higher score (0.0–1.0). As a result, it can be inferred that the visualization
dramas are more effectively and accurately in terms of conveying information
in this experiment. In another word, the visualization dramas can help partici-
pants have a better understanding the stories (Q1). This is also reflected on the
questionnaire (Fig. 6). Most of the participants agreed that visualization dramas
helped them understand the content better.

Table 2 demonstrates some answers to second type questions given by partic-
ipants. Number increment of answers quantitatively suggests that participants
are more motivated to create their own content than choose from available
answers (Q2). Simultaneously, available answers provided baseline, comparison
and inspired participants to create new content. New answers were given some-
how related to previous answers as inferences, deductions or reasons. This trans-
fers the signal that visualized collective storytelling can support participants to
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Table 1. Relevance score

Question Number Mean SD

Score Text 6 0.47 0.08

Visualization 6 0.71 0.06

Fig. 5. Evaluation

Fig. 6. Questionnaire result

analyze the situation and contribute to content generation. The questionnaire
also suggests that story envisioning can stimulate, inspire participants to create
more contents (Fig. 6). Moreover, contents created are derived from cultural or
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Table 2. Contents created by participants

Question Number of
answers

Sample answer 1 Sample answer 2

Where were you at
the time of the
murder?

(1) 12 “I was walking a dog” “I was working on my
medicine in the lab.”

Did you personally
see anyone
attempting to poison
the boss?

(1) 10 “I did not. But I know
there were some tensions
in the office.”

“Maybe Lury uses
poison by himself.”

Do you have any
issues in your family
recently?

(1) 9 “I am personally okay
but I cannot say that
about everyone.”

“I have no problem but
my son get hurt in his
soccer game.”

Who is your closest
friend in the company
and who is the least
close person to you in
the company?

(1) 11 “Charlie is a nice person
I think, but I don’t like
Simons.”

“Charlie has been
reliable, but any people
didn’t trust Simons.”

Explain more about
your boss’s family.

(1) 15 “I may have taken the
ice cream from his son
and threw it on the
ground to show him
what is mean.”

“I bumped his wife to
the street and got hit
by a bus, lost her voice.
Maybe that’s why he
likes me.”

Do you know who has
the access to the lab
where the new
medicine is stored?

(1) 16 “The lock’s broken since
2 weeks ago, we
pretended to swipe our
cards until they fixed it.”

“Anyone can because
the door is always
open.”

personality elements of the participants, which indicated that the contents can
be potentially used for cross-culture conversation analysis.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the method of story envisioning to assist people envi-
sion their stories in daily conversation. The method of story envisioning consid-
ers human daily conversation as an update of common ground and uses graphic
recording theory to visualize the common ground. Story envisioning describes
the method of using interactive dramas to represent story pieces in order to
involve not only story contents but also prior knowledge, background and other
shared cultural information. We state that story envisioning could help peo-
ple have a better understanding of the stories in daily conversation and could
be an effective method for visualized collective storytelling. System TSEiA was
built to provide story envisioning services. Experiment is conducted on a role-
playing game platform powered by TSEiA to evaluate the usage and effectiveness
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of story envisioning. The results showed that story envisioning helped partici-
pants understand the stories more concretely and accurately. Simultaneously, the
experiment showed that story envisioning inspired and stimulated participants
to collaboratively generate more conversational contents. Experiment showed
that the system could be used as an effective tool to train communication skills
and collect cross-culture data.

The system is still under development and it has limitations. For example, the
system has problem with handling stories with object interaction and descriptive
information. Although the method of action sequence greatly reduced the diffi-
culty of visualization, it cannot handle complicated input with detailed descrip-
tions. In this sense, relationships between two or more objects in the story should
also be extracted. Moreover, to create more contents for cross-culture studies,
we will prepare the system for crowd sourcing. Using the data corpus created,
we will be able to create predictive model that can automatically give story
branches.
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